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Co-hér-ent: having a natural agreement of the parts, as in “a coherent plan for action.”
My 2017 Taxes Are Done! Now What?

Recent Insights – Online Articles

Hopefully you are in the final stages of the arduous task
of gathering forms and documents for tax season. Don’t
squander your efforts! How can you benefit from the
time and work you have put into tax time?

After a correction, a passive portfolio requires a larger
gain to break-even. This is where an actively managed
portfolio has an edge. Our latest online Manager’s
Letter describes turning a correction into an advantage.

Seize the opportunity to plan ahead. Before you file
away your tax return, take some time to discuss with
your tax or financial adviser how the 2018 tax changes
affect you.

Record low bond yields look poised to break out of a 6year range. Will rising rates squash stocks or burst
bonds? Our March Coherent Investor article examines
what happens when rates rise in theory and in practice.

The major impact is the increase of standard
deductions. Filing single is now $12,000, filing married
is $24,000 and filing as head of household is $18,000.
This will eliminate the more complex filing involving
itemized deductions for many tax filers.
…continued on page-2

Last year’s earnings saw the best growth since the dawn
of the internet. Estimates for 2018 have risen to a
millennium record. But is the market’s outlook too
optimistic? February’s Earnings Insight article examines
challenges facing the 2018 stock market.
Visit coherentfa.com for these and other great articles.
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“It’s a good time to organize and plan your financial matters.”
My 2017 Taxes Are Done! Now What? (from page-1)

Does Your Group Need A Speaker?

Here are some positive items to consider: 401k
contributions are increased to $18,500 ($24,500 for age
50 and over). The additional “middle” tax brackets of 12%,
22%, 24%, 32% may decrease your marginal tax rates.
There is a 20% deduction for “qualified business income”
for certain employment types.

If you are part of a social or professional group, you no
doubt enjoy the variety of visiting speakers. Well, we
enjoy presenting! Regardless of your group’s size or
field of interest, we would love to customize a
presentation especially for your group. Contact us at
623-432-1157, or use our online contact form at
www.coherentfa.com/contact.

The downside to recent tax legislation is the elimination
or reduction of many commonly used deductions and
exemptions. You can compare using itemized
deductions versus the standard deduction to see which
provides the best tax benefit for your situation.

The following items have been eliminated: Miscellaneous
itemized deductions, personal exemptions, interest on
home equity loans and the “unwinding” of Roth IRA
recharacterizations.
Ask your tax preparer to generate a 2018 tax projection.
We are happy to coordinate with your tax preparer
throughout the year to help answer any questions on how
you can benefit from the tax law changes moving forward.
Visit our Insights page for this article: Don’t Miss Out On
401k Match. Or call us!

Socially Coherent
Find us on Facebook! We post all our articles
and videos on Coherent’s Facebook page as a
convenience for our “friends”.
Coherent is also on LinkedIn, along with
personal employee pages. “Follow” us to
receive articles and videos as we post them.
Visit our YouTube channel where we showcase
our video collection. Enjoy informative content.
Don’t forget to subscribe and like!
Links to all our social media pages are located on our
website in the footer.

Some “white label” other people’s content. At Coherent, we do our own homework.
Visit our Insights page to enjoy original articles and videos like these…
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